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A Note on Selectors and Greedoids* 
BERNHARD KoRTE AND LAszLo LovAsz 
This note deals with relations between selectors studied by Henry Crapo and a special class of 
greedoids introduced by these authors in a previous paper. We show that selectors are greedoids 
with the interval property and that a second property of Crapo, which he calls 'locally free' is 
the interval property without upper bound. In the last section of the paper we show that retract 
sequences of posets are general greedoids, but not selectors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent interesting paper, Henry Crapo [1] studies a class of combinatorial structures 
called selectors. He relates them to greedoids introduced by the authors of this note in a 
previous paper [4] and discussed in greater details at talks given at the Silver Jubilee 
Conference on Combinatorics, Waterloo, Canada, June 1982 and at the Colloquium on 
Matroid Theory, Szeged, August 1982 [5], [6]. 
The aim of this note is to describe selectors as a special class of greedoids, which was 
studied by these authors under the name 'greedoids with the interval property'. One other 
property introduced in [I] is that of being locally free. It turns out that this is equivalent 
to having the interval property without upper bounds. Crapo also raises the question about 
the difference between general greedoids and selectors and he is interested in examples 
ofgreedoids which are not selectors. Apart from examples given in [5], one of the structures 
which he studies gives an answer by itself. Shellings of a retract of a poset are not selectors, 
as claimed by Crapo, but are general greedoids. This will be shown by a counter-example 
and a somewhat elaborate proof below. 
Some basic definitions of greedoids are stated here; however, the reader is referred to 
[5] and [6] for a more detailed discussion of structural properties of these objects. 
A language 5£ over a finite ground set E (which is called the alphabet) is a collection 
of finite sequences of elements of E. We call these sequences strings or words and denote 
them by small greek letters. The concatenation of two words a, f3 is denoted by a · /3, 
i.e. the string a followed by the string /3. The underlying set of a word a is denoted by 
a. !£.:;; 2E is the collection of all underlying sets of 5£. Similarly to the cardinality symbol, 
we use Ia Ito denote the length of the string a. The notation x E a means x E a. A language 
is called simple, if no letter is repeated in any of its words, i.e. Ia I= lal for every a E 5£. 
It is called normal if it has no dummy letters, i.e. every element of E appears in at least 
one word. 
(E, 5£) is called a simple hereditary language if 
(Gl) 0 E 5£, 
(G2) if a E 5£ and a= f3 · y, then f3 E 5£, i.e. every beginning section of a word belongs 
to the language. 
A simple hereditary language is a greedoid if in addition the following holds 
(G3) if a, f3 E 5£ and IaI> l/31, then there exists an x E a such that f3 · x E 5£. 
Apart from this definition of hereditary languages and greedoids as a collection of 
ordered sets, we can also define them in an unordered version by considering the underlying 
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sets of strings. Then an accessible set-system (E, @'") is a set system @'" c:;; 2E with 
(Hl) 0 E @'", 
(H2) for all X E @'"there exists a x EX such that X- x E @'". 
For a greedoid we have in addition 
(H3) if X, Y E @'"and \X\=\ Y\ + 1 then there exists a x EX- Y such that Y U x E @'. 
It follows immediately that for a simple hereditary language (greedoid) (E, 5£) defined 
by (Gl), (G2), and (G3), the system (E, it) satisfies (Hl), (H2), and (H3). Conversely, 
one can show that given a system (E, @'") satisfying (Hl), (H2), and (H3) there exists an 
unique ordered system (E, 5£) with !i= @'"which fulfills (Gl), (G2), and (G3). Thus, the 
ordered and the unordered definitions are equivalent. In the following we will use them 
concurrently. 
It is an easy observation that (H2) and (H3) are equivalent to 
(M3) if X, Y E @'"and \X\>\ Y\, then there exists an x EX- Y such that YU x E @'". 
Elements of @'" are called feasible or independent. A maximal feasible subset of a set 
X c:;; E is called a basis of X. 
We observe that greedoids are direct relaxations of matroids. 
For a greedoid we can define the (independence) rank of a set X c:;; E as: 
r(X) := max{\A\\ A c:;; X, A E @'"}. 
This rank function has the following properties for X, Y c:;; E and x, y E E: 
(Rl) r(0) = 0, 
(R2) r(X) ~\X\, 
(R3) if X c:;; Y then r(X) ~ r( Y), 
(R4) if r(X) = r(X U x) = r(X U y) then r(X) = r(X U xU y). 
It can be shown that (Rl ), ... , (R4) axiomatically define greedoids. Again, this definition 
is a relaxation of the rank definition of matroids which in addition requires the 'unit­
increase property' 
r(X U x)~ r(X)+ 1 (Xc:;;E,xEE). 
A greedoid is called full if r(E) = \E\, i.e. E E @'". 
The (rank) closure for X c:;; E is defined as 
O"(X) := {x E E \r(X U x) = r(X)}. 
This operator is not monotone. It has the following properties: 
(Cl) X c:;; O"(X) for all X c:;; E, 
(C2) if X c:;; Y c:;; O"(X) then O"(X) = O"( Y), 
(C3) if X c:;; E andxE E-X suchthatforall zE XU x, z~ O"(X U x- z),andx E O"(X U y), 
then y E O"(X U x). 
It can be shown that a mapping O": 2E ~ 2E satisfying (Cl ), (C2) and (C3) uniquely defines 
a greedoid. 
A set X c:;; E is called closed if X= O"(X). A trivial construction leads to a monotone 
closure operator, namely 
JL(X):= n{Y\Xc:;; Y, Yisclosed}. 
JL does not determine the greedoid uniquely. In fact, for a full greedoid, JL = id. 
A set X c:;; E is called rank-feasible if \X n B\ ~ r(X) for all BE @'".We denote the family 
of all rank-feasible sets by 'lJl = 'lfl(E, @'").It is clear that@'" c:;; 'lJl; for a full greedoid @'"='!fl. 
(E, 'lfl) is in general not a greedoid and 'lJl is not closed under union. However, the rank 
function has the unit-increase property on 'lJl and is submodular, i.e. 
r(A U B)+ r(A n B)~ r(A) + r(B) 
if A, BE '!fl. The set system 'lJl is a simple hereditary language. 
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A set X c:; E is called closure-feasible if for all sets A c:; B c:; E such that X c:; u(A) we 
have X c:; u(B), or equivalently X c:; u(A) implies X c:; JL(A). The family of all closure­
feasible sets will be denoted by cg = cg(E, :¥). The class cg is closed under union and we 
have cg c:; r!ll. The family cg with inclusion as partial order forms a lattice with the operation 
A v B :=AU B and A 11 B := U { C E cg ICc:; An B}. The rank function is submodular on 
this lattice. (E, cg) is not a greedoid in general. However, the accessible kernel 
defines trivially a greedoid (E, cg'). The rank function does not have the unit-increase 
property on cg_ But since cg' c:; cg is also a lattice, the rank function is also submodular 
on cg' and it has the unit-increase property on cg'. 
We say that a greedoid (E, :¥)has the interval property, iffor A, B, C E :¥with A c:; B c:; C 
we have that AU x E :¥ and C U x E :¥ imply B U x E :¥. A greedoid has the interval 
property without lower bounds if for A, BE:¥ with A c:; B we have that B U x E :¥implies 
AU x E :¥.Analogously, we define the interval property without upper bounds iffor A, BE:¥ 
with A c:; B, A U x E :¥ implies B U x E :¥. Of course, matroids have the interval property 
without lower bounds. Later on we shall prove that normal greedoids which have the 
interval property without upper bounds are alternative precedence structure (APS)­
greedoids, which are defined as follows. 
Let for each x E E, a collection of sets Hx c:; 2E be given. Let :£ consist of those strings 
x~> ... , xk such that for all i ~ k {x~> ... , X;_ 1} contains a set belonging to Hx;· If (E, :£) 
is normal then it is called an APS-greedoid. 
For further examples of APS-greedoids as well as greedoids with or without the interval 
property we refer to [5]. 
It was shown in [ 6] that a greedoid has the interval property iff cg = r!ll and iff [iJi c:; cg_ 
Generally no inclusion relation holds between :¥ and cg_ Furthermore, if (E, :¥) has the 
interval property, then already (E, cg) is a greedoid. 
2. RELATIONS BETWEEN GREEDOIDS AND SELECTORS 
As mentioned in the introduction, we will show here, that selectors of [I] are greedoids 
with the interval property. Moreover, we will point out some similarities, implications, 
and equivalences of results in [1] and in [5] and [6] as well as some extensions. 
For a simple hereditary language (E, :¥), H. Crapo calls a union of elements of :¥ a 
partial alphabet. The collection of all partial alphabets is denoted by d. Trivially, [iJi c:; d. 
Analogously, the rank and the closure of a partial alphabet A Ed are defined as 
r(A) := max{IXII X E :¥,X c:; A} and u(A) := {x E E Ir(A) = r(A U x)}. 
A set X c:; A with r(A) = lXI is called a basis of A. 
A selector is defined in [1] as a simple and normal hereditary language (E, :¥) with 
the additional axiom 
(S3) Let A Ed and x ~ u(A). Then for any basis B of A, B U xis also a basis of AUx. 
Our basic observation is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. A selector is equivalent to a normal greedoid with the interval property. 
PROOF. I. Let (E, :¥) be a selector. By definition it is normal and by Theorem 9 of 
[1] it is a greedoid. To show that it has the interval property, let A 1 c:; A2 c:; A 3 , A~> A2 , 
A 3 E :¥, A 1 U x E [i}i, A 3 U x E :¥, but A2 U x ~ :¥. We may assume that A 3 := A2 U a. Let 
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A:=A2 Ux=A2 U(A1 Ux)E.stl. We have AUa=A3 UxE:Ji~.stl. Hence, r(AUa)= 
lA U a!> r(A) = IAJ So by (S3), A 2 U a= A 3 is a basis of AU a E :Ji, a contradiction. 
II. Assume (E, :JP) is a greedoid with the interval property. By Corollary 3.10 and 
Theorem 3.9 of [6] we have :JP ~ C6J = PJi and since C6J is closed under union by Lemma 
3.7, we have .stl ~ C6J = Pli. 
Let AE.stl, x~o-(A). Then by the fact that AEPA and by Theorem 3.1 of[6] we have 
r(A U x) = r(A) + 1. Let B be a basis of A, then it can be augmented from AU x, clearly 
by X. 
REMARKS. 
(1) For any greedoid, (S3) holds for A E PJi; 
(2) Theorem 2 of [1] follows from Theorem 4.1 of[6]; 
(3) Theorem 3 of[1] follows from Corollary 3.8 of [6]. 
For A E .stl Crapo defines a closure operator '-' as follows: 
A:=U{BE.stljA~B and r(A)=r(B)}. 
For X~ E let us denote the feasible kernel ker X:= U { Yl Y ~X, Y E :Ji}. Then we have 
THEOREM 2.2. For A E .stl, A= ker o-(A) = ker p,(A). 
PROOF. Trivially A~ o-( A) and since A E .stl by definition, we have A~ ker o-(A). On 
the other hand, ker o-(A) E .stl and r(ker o-(A)) = r( o-(A)) = r(A), and hence ker o-(A) ~A. 
Further A E .stl ~ C€, and so A~ o-(A) implies A~ p,(A). From here we conclude as 
above that A= ker p,(A). 
REMARK. We have for selectors :JP ~ .stl ~ C6J = C€' = Pli. The inclusions may be strict in 
both cases, as can be shown by the branching greedoid of Figure 1, which is the greedoid 
with the interval property on E = {a, b, c} such that :JP contains all branchings of the 
graph and its beginning sections (partial branchings) from the root. Then {a, b, c} E .stl - :JP, 
{b, C} E Pfi - .stl. 
• 
b 
• \I
• 
root 
FIGURE I 
An analog of Theorem 5 of [1] can be proved for general greedoids. For X E C€, define 
y(X) := U {Y E C€JX ~ Y, r(X) = r( Y)}. 
Clearly, r(X) E C€. 
LEMMA 2.3. y is a monotone closure operator on the lattice C€. 
PROOF. Trivially r( y(X)) = r(X). Hence, y( y(X)) = y(X). Let X~ Y, X, Y E C€. Then 
y(X) ~ u(X) and so by definition of C€, y(X) ~ o-( Y). Hence, Y ~ Y U y(X) ~ o-( Y) and 
so r( Y U y(X)) = r( Y). Since Y U y(X) E C€, this implies that Y U y(X) ~ y( Y). Hence 
y(X) ~ y( Y). 
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CoROLLARY 2.4. y-closed sets form a lattice. r is submodular on this lattice. 
REMARK. If we replace Cf6 by Cf6' in the definition, then y will be the height function 
of the lattice. 
For greedoids with the interval property, we have the diagram of Figure 2. 
ker 
e-------a 
ker 
e-----~a 
FIGURE 2 
LEMMA 2.5. The diagram of Figure 2 commutes, i.e. for all X E Cf6, we have ker X= ker 
y(X). 
PROOF. I. Trivially X~ y(X). Hence, ker X~ ker y(X). Since r(ker (X))= r(X) = 
r( y(X)) = r(ker y(X)), this implies that ker y(X) ~ ker X. 
II. Obviously r(ker X)= r(X) = r(ker X) and so by the local submodularity of r, 
r(X U ker X)= r(X). Further X~ XU ker X, and XU ker X E Cf6. So, by definition of y, 
we have XU ker X~ y(X). Thus, ker X~ y(X) and since ker X E .stl we have ker X~ ker 
y(X). 
REMARKS. 
(1) The diagram of Figure 3 does not commute. As a counter-example take the branching 
greedoid of Figure 1. There we have c E .stl, but c = c, while y( c) = { b, c}. 
(2) Theorem 8 of [1] is the 'recombination property' which is valid for general greedoids 
(Lemma 4.2 of [5]). 
(3) Theorem 3.7 of [1] can be derived from one direction of Theorem 3.9 of [6]. 
id 
a-------e 
id 
a-------e 
FIGURE 3 
Another property which is used frequently in [l] is that of 'locally free'. H. Crapo calls 
a simple hereditary language (E, .5£) locally free if the following axioms (S4) and (S5) hold: 
(S4) For any a E .5£ and x, y E E, if a· x, a· y E .5£ then a· xy E .5£ 
(S5) a · y, {3 E .5£ and a=~. then {3 · y E .5£. 
(S5) is the recombination property which is true for general greedoids, as remarked above. 
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Since selectors are greedoids with the interval property, we may ask how (S4) is related 
to this property. It turns out that for normal greedoids the property 'locally free' is 
equivalent to having the interval property without upper bounds. 
THEOREM 2.6. For any greedoid the following statements are equivalent: 
( 1) the greedoid is an APS, 
(2) the greedoid is full and has the interval property, 
(3) the greedoid is normal and has the interval property without upper bounds, 
(4) the greedoid is normal and locally free, 
(5) the greedoid is normal and .sli =:!f. 
PROOF. (1)=>(2). Trivially an APS greedoid has the interval property and is full. 
(2)=>(3). Since it is full, it is normal. Let A, BE :!f, A c:;: B and AU x E :!f. We have to 
show B U x E :!f. For x E E - B and since E E :!f there is C 2 B such that C U x E :!f. Then 
by the interval property B U x E :!f. 
(3)=>(4). The property 'locally free' follows easily. Let B, B U x, BUy E :!f. Then by 
the interval property without upper bounds B U xU y E :!f. 
(4)=>(5). Theorem 11 of [1]. 
(5)=>(2). Let A c:;: B c:;: C and A, B, C, AU x, C U x E :!f. Then B U x =(AU x) U BE .sli = 
:!f, and since it is normal E E .sli = :!f. 
(3)=>(1). We set Hx as the set of all feasible sets which can be augmented by x. Since 
it is normal and has the interval property without upper bounds, it is an APS-greedoid 
by definition. 
3. RETRACT GREEDOIDS 
In chapter 5.10 of[l] H. Crapo studies as special shelling structures retract sequences of 
posets. Theorem 28 of [1] states that these structures are selectors. This is not the case. 
A counter-example can be found at the end of this section. However, this interesting 
structure is a general greedoid (without the interval property). It turns out that this result 
remains valid if we consider more generally digraphs instead of posets. Since this seems 
interesting to us, we give here the somewhat elaborate proof. 
Duffus [2] and Duffus and Rival [3] proved exchange properties for posets which are 
related to the greedoid exchange property. A better understanding of the relationship 
between these properties might lead to new structural insights into greedoids without the 
interval property. 
Let G be a digraph with a loop at every vertex. Set V= V(G), E = E(G). Let A<;; V, 
and x, y E V. We say that x is retractable toy relative to A if for all a E A- {x, y}, axE E 
imples ayE E and xa E E implies ya E E. Clearly x is retractable to y relative to V means 
that the mapping 'Pxy: V...;. V- {x} defined by 
if Z =X,
'Pxy(z) = {y,
z, Z ¥-X, 
is a retract. We set 
R(A)={(x,y)lx is retractable toy relative to A}. 
Clearly A<;; A' implies R(A) 2 R(A'). 
Let a, bE V. We say that a and b are twins if (a, b) E R( V) and (b, a) E R( V). 
The relation R( V) is not transitive, but it almost is, as shown by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a, b, c be distinct points ofthe digraph G. Suppose that (a, b) E R ( V- c) 
and (b,c)ER(V-a). Then (a,c)ER(V-b). 
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PROOF. Let z E V- {a, b, c} and suppose that e.g. za E E. Then zb E E as (a, b) E 
R( V- c). Since z ~ b, this implies by (b, c) E R( V- a) that zc E E. 
We say that xis a retractable element ofthe digraph G if G-xis a retract of G. Equivalently, 
if there exists ayE V- x such that (x, y) E R( V). 
Let x 1 • • • xk be called a retract sequence in G if xi is retractable in G- x 1 - • • • -xi- I 
for all 1,;; i,;; k and let X be the set of all retract sequences. We will show that ( V, X) is 
a greedoid. To prove this we need some additional lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that a, bE V, a EX, bE X but abe X. Then a and bare twins. 
PROOF. By definition, there are x E V- a and y E V- b such that (a, x) E R( V) and 
(b, y) E R( V). If y ~a then trivially abE X, soy= a. Suppose that x ~b. Then by Lemma 
3.1, (b, x) E R( V- a). This however shows that abE X, contradicting the hypothesis. Thus 
x= band so (a, b)E R(V) and (b, a)E R(V). 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that a1 • • • akEX and ai, ai are twins (l,;;i<j,;;k). Then 
a 1 • • • ai-Iajai+1 · · · ai_ 1aiaj+l · · · ak EX. 
PROOF. Clearly, we may assume that i = 1 and j = k. We want to show that (1) ak is 
retractable in V, that (2) am is retractable in V- ak- a2- · · · -am-I for 2,;; m,;; k -1 
and that (3) a 1 is retractable in V- ak- a2- · · · -ak-l· The first assertion is obvious, as 
ak is retractable to a 1• To show (2), consider any x such that am is retractable to x in 
V-a 1 -a2 - ···-am-I· 
Case I. x ~ ak. Then we show that (am, x) E R( V- ak- a2- · · ·-am). In fact, let 
z E V- ak- a 2- · · · -am-I and suppose e.g. that amz E E. If z ~ a 1 then this implies xz E E 
as (am, x) E R( V- a 1 - • • • -am_1). If z = a 1 then ama 1 E E and hence amak E E as a 1 and 
ak are twins. But then xak E E and since x ~ ak and a 1 and ak are twins, this implies that 
xa 1 E E. 
Case 2. x=ak. Then (am,a1)ER(V-ak-a2- · · ·-am_1) and (ahak)ER(V) imply 
that (am, ak) E R( V- a 1 - • ··-am) by Lemma 3.1. 
Finally, to verify (3), consider any xEV-a 1 - ···-ak-l such that (ak,x)E 
R( V- a 1 - • • • -ak_1). Then (ah ak) E R( V) and Lemma 3.1 imply (ah x) E 
R(V-ak-a2 - • • • -ak-1). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let a1 • • • ak EX and bE X, b ~ ah ... , ak. Then there exists an i with 
1,;; i,;; k such that ba 1 • • • ai-l ai+I · · · ak EX. 
PRooF. We use induction on k. By definition, there exists a y E V- b such that 
(b, y) E R( V) and there exist xh ... , xk such that xi E V- a 1 - • • • -ai and ( ai, xJ E 
R( V- a 1 - • • • -ai_1). Let us set b = a 0, y = x0 • Define the indices mo, mh m2 · · · as 
follows. Let m0 = 0. Supposing that mi is defined, we consider xm, = a1 for some 1 ,;; t,;; k 
then we let mi+1= t. If xm, e {a~> ... , ad then we stop. 
CLAIM. m0 < m1 < m2< · · ·. 
In fact, if mi+ 1 is defined then Xm, =am,+, and 1,;; mi+ 1 ,;; k. But by the definition of the 
x's, Xm, ~a, with 1,;; r,;; mi. So mi+l > mi and the Claim is proved. 
As a consequence of this Claim, the sequence m0 < m1 < · · · must terminate with an 
element mP (0,;; p,;; k). Let us set mp+l = k + 1 for convenience. There are two cases to 
consider. 
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Case 1. Xmp ¥- b = a0 • Then we claim that a0 a1 • • • ak E !£and so we can take i = k in 
the Lemma. Clearly a0 is retractable in G. Let 1~ i ~ k. If xi ¥- a0 then ai is retractable 
to xi in G- a0- · · ·-ai-l· Suppose that xi= a0. Then j ft. {m0, ••• , mp} and so there is an 
index t, O~t~p such that m,<j<m,+l· We claim that ai is retractable to xm, in 
G- a0 - • • • -ai-l· Since either Xm, = am,+, or Xm, ft. { a0 , ••• , ad, we certainly have that 
Xm, ft. {ao, ... , ai_ 1}. Furthermore, (ai, xi)= (ai, a0 ) E R( V- a 1 - • • • ai_ 1), (a0, am) E R( V) 
hence (ai,am)ER(V-a0 - ···-ai-d by Lemma 3.1. Continuing in a similar manner, 
we get from Lemma 3.1 that (ai, am2), ••• , (ai, Xm) are all in R( V- a0 - a 1 - • • • -ai_ 1). 
Thus a0 a1 • • • ak E 5£. 
Case 2. Xmp =b. Then we claim that a0 a 1 • • • amp- I amp+l · · · ak E 5£. By the same argu­
ment as above we find that ai is retractable in G- a0 - a 1 - • • • -ai-l for all j < mr 
Consider any mP <j ~ k such that xi¥- a0• We claim that ai is retractable to xi in G' = 
G- a0 - a 1 - · • • -amp+I- • • · -ai-l· For let y E V' = V( G') and say aiy E E. If y ¥-amp 
then this implies that XJ' E E as ai is retractable to xi in G- a 1 - • • • -at Suppose that 
y =amp Then ajamp E E implies aoamp = Xmpamp E E since (amp' Xm) E 
R( V- a1 - • • • -amp-1). In turn, this implies that xia0 E E as (ai, x) E 
R( V- a1 - • • • -ai_1). This implies that xiam, E E, hence xiam E E and so on, we get that 2 
xjamp E E, which shows that in fact ai is retractable to xi. Finally, consider aj with mP <j ~ k 
such that xi= a0• Then we claim that ai is retractable to amp in G' = 
G- a0 - a 1 - • • • amp-I- amp+ I- • · · -ai-l· For let y E V' = V( G'), and say ai E E. We may 
assume that y ¥-amp' otherwise am,)' E E trivially. Since (al> xi) E R( V- a0 - • • • ai-l), we 
have that a0y = xiy E E. Hence am,Y E E, and so on, it follows that am,)' E E. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a E !£and a E a, a E 5£. Then there exists an a' E !£such that a= a' 
and a' starts with a. 
PROOF. By induction on lal. Let a= a 1a1• if a 1 and a are twins then we are done by 
Lemma 3.3. if a 1 and a are not twins then aa~> a 1a E !£by Lemma 3.2. By the induction 
hypothesis, a 1 has a rearrangement aa" which is a retract sequence in V- a 1• Thus 
a 1aa" E 5£. Clearly this implies that aa 1a" E 5£. 
We can now easily prove: 
THEOREM 3.6. ( V, !£) is a greedoid. 
PROOF. By induction on IVI. (G1) and (G2) are obvious. To show (G3), consider two 
.. If b1 ft. {a~> ... , ad then by Lemmawords a1 • • • ak E !£ and b1 • • • b1 E !£ such that k > 1
3.4, there is an i, 1~ i ~ k such that b1a 1 • • • ai-l ai+ 1 • • • ak E 5£. Considering the digraph 
V- b~> the induction hypothesis implies that there exists an element a E {a~> ... , a;-~> 
ai+h ... , ad such that b2 · · · b1a is a retract sequence in V- b1 and so b1b2 · · · b,a E 5£. 
If b1 E {a~> ... , ad then by Lemma 3.5, a 1 • • • ak can be rearranged so as to start with 
b~> and we conclude as above. 
,M3 
2V"-!4 
fiGURE 4 
67 Selectors and greedoids 
REMARK: ( V, 5£) does not in general have the interval property, even if it is the 
comparability digraph of a poset, which is the case considered by Crapo. In fact, for the 
poset of Figure 4 we have 3 E 5£, 13 ~ 5£ and 123 E 5£. 
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